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Abstract. As the enterprise Informatization process goes through deep, an
increasing number of enterprises deploy their web sites on the internet, making
the web sites become a brand of the enterprise. Thus, it is very necessary to
evaluate the quality for enterprise web sites. However, almost the total current
website evaluation methods have ignored the external web influence factors of
quantitative evaluation and can’t work effectively. In this paper, we employ
the weblink analysis method to evaluate the web influence for enterprise web
sites, combing 17 link analysis indicators obtained by Google and AltaVista.
We then explored the relationship between the web sites type and web
influence and discussed the performance of the link indicators and link
analysis tools. The whole analysis is based on our experiments, using the data
accepted from 2006 Top 500 companies list of China and 2006 Fortune 500
companies list in the world.

1

Introduction

Many indicators and methods have been proposed to evaluate the enterprise web sites in China
and foreign countries, however, their focus are different. Few of them referred to the
evaluation system of web sites link analysis and web influence [6,13]. At present, there are
four typical evaluation system concerning on the electronic business web sites, such as: 5
indicators designed by Gomez, 10 indicators designed by BizRate, indicators used by the
organization of CU’ consumer reports online, CNNIN evaluation indicators[4], and indicators
used by China Enterprise Confederation, information exchange center which belongs to China
Entrepreneurs Association has launched an appraisal campaign on the web in 2005, only using

standard as "Navigation clear, unmistakable link, homepage with links to columns
point inflation rate of not less than 90%. " to evaluate Internal Links[2].
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From this, we divide the electronic business web sites evaluation methods into three parts:
qualitative evaluation, quantitative evaluation and synthetically evaluation. The main methods
of quantitative evaluation are the web traffics’ indicators, often using, Alexa traffic. However,
the rank is not absolutely authorities [1].
There is another quantitative evaluation method: using link analysis methods and web
influence factor (WIF). Link analysis uses the webpage number of link which links to certain
sites and represent its quality, this is based on these theories: if site A is linked by site B, then
that means B is appreciating and using A, and the content of A and B is relevant; the more the
site is linked, the bigger is the web influence. WIF measurement is based on link analysis,
using WIF to represent the web influence. Therefore, we attempt to apply link analysis method
and WIF measure methods to evaluate some of the typical enterprise in China and foreign
countries. What’s more, we explore the relationship between the type of sites and web
influence.

2. Research approach

2.1 Research swatch
Because the difference exists in industry and which will influent the effect of link analysis, we
define the swatch in information technology enterprises and consumable electron enterprises.
The American Forrest Research company has designed a Site Need Index (SNI) to help the
enterprise to decide whether they need to build a site for popular products. SNI’ research
results show that information technology enterprises and consumable electron enterprises
hurriedly need to build their own brands and products through web sites [3, 7]. In our
experiment, we selected thirty-four enterprise sites form 2006 Top 500 companies list of
China and 2006 Fortune 500 companies list in the world to be our research swath. And our
focus is enterprises sites in China, several foreign enterprises are used to compare with
domestic web sites.

2.2 Indicators
In order to represent the scale and web influence of the enterprise sites comprehensively, we
choose seven link analysis indicators as follows :( the website evaluated is labeled with A in
this paper)
Pages Number: It represents the number of pages which are retrievable in search engines
for A. It represents the scale of a website to some extent, but not necessarily represents the
quality and concentration of a website.
Total Links: It is the number of pages indexed by search engines which are linking to A.
This stands for the web influence of A.
Internal Links: This is the number of pages in A indexed by search engines which are
linking to A itself, that is to say, it is a kind of self-link. Self-link represents the hierarchy and
fullness of A’s inner structure.
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External links: It is the number of pages except A indexed by search engines which are
linking to website A. This is the primary indicator, which is even better than total links for
representing web influence.
Web Influence Factor (WIF=Total Links/Total pages) reflects the average level of pages
for A that are linked. It also is the calculation way for WIF proposed by Ingwersen [5].
External Web Influence Factor (WIFe=External Links/Pages Number) reflects the total
average level of Internal links of A. It is an objective indicator.
Internal Web Influence Factor (WIFs=Internal links/Pages Number) reflects the total
average level of Internal links of A

3. Data Sources

3.1 Retrieval Methods and Tools
In the webometrics , there are two kind of link analysis tools. One is commercial search
engines, the other is professional crawler. Because an proper tools for measuring WIF should
Satisfy five conditions [10], there yet aren’t any commercial search engines fits for them all.
A1taVista is often used in the research on webometrics. In fact, both Google and A1taVista
are good tools to finish this task, what’s more, the coverage and capacity of data in Google is
better than A1taVista[12]. Thus, both Google and A1taVista are used in our experiment to
eliminate and balance the uncertainty of link analysis, and improve the reliability and
efficiency of the research results. In this paper, different indicators and retrieval expressions
are used in different tools, as showed in table 1 and table 2
Table 1 Indicators and Query Expressions used in Google search engine, taking Haier
Group for example

Table 2 Indicators and Query Expressions used in A1taVista search engine, taking Haier
Group for example
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The accuracy 34 Sino-foreign enterprises’ name and their website URL in our swatch are
showed in table 3. The experiment was done from May 1 to May 3, 2007, using a quick
accessing way to eliminate and reduce errors caused by dynamic net information.

Table 3 Name and URL of the companies

3.2 Web link data
In our experiment, we used 17 link analysis indicators to analyze the data, 7 of which is
through Google, and 10 of which is through Altavista, as showed in Table 4, 5 (limited
space, only display the part business’ link data) :
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Data from Google search results. This was done from 19:10 to 24:10, on May
represents the abnormal data, which will be discussed in part five

Table 5 Data from Altavistasearch results. This was done from 19:10 to 24:10, on
1,2007.
represents the abnormal data, which will be discussed in part five

May

4 Data analysis
Table 4 and Table 5 shows, use Google search and Altavista search for the enterprise
links indicators specific data gap greatly. For example : the value of WIF, WIFe, WIFs of
Microsoft website were 26.655, 4.286,1.484 with Google, while with Altavista were
3.287,0.07. 0.009. Clearly, database capacity and search mechanism of the two tools are
different. If only using the original data to evaluate and rank, the conclusion wouldn’t be
objective. Therefore, we score each of the indicators, and then add in all indicators to gain
final scores., and produce a total ranking, as showed in Table 6 ,7, 8 (Due to space limitations,
only display the total ranking of the top 20 enterprise-data) :
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Table 6 : rankings of enterprises site searched by Google

Table 7 : rankings of enterprises site searched by Altavista

Table 8 : total rankings of enterprises site searched by Google and Altavista
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5 Experiment results and discussion

5.1 discussion on link analysis tools
In Webometrics study, the Altavista is the preferred search engine for researchers [8].Can
we take it with other tools in the integrated use to achieve optimal results? We can answer it
with Table 8 : In Ranking 1, 2 and total ranking order, the first one are both Microsoft and
are consistent with the total order; while the second one is slightly different, that is IBM
Corporation with Google search results, but with Altavista search results and overall
rankings are both Intel Corporation; Hisense Group, in an order, are all ranked 14th in the
Sort 1,Sort 2 and the total ranking ;TCL Group, Sort 1 Sort 2 and the total ranking is in turn
No. 18, No. 17 and No. 18, a difference of weak. The resulting gains rough conclusions:
Google web links can be as analytical tools used in conjunction with the Altavista.
Although both the search results with slight deviation, they can achieve balance and
comprehensive abatement through synthesizing indicators. This from another angle test our
hypothesis : Altavista can make integrated use with other web link tools to achieve optimal
results.

5.2 indicators and enterprises web influence
In Table 4 and Table 5, the Enterprise website with * sign can be seen, and abnormal data
mainly exist in the indicators S and WIFs of all these indicators, while for indicators E and
WIFe, with either Google or Altavist retrieval, the results are relative normal. Therefore, we
can deduce: indicators E and WIFe is the most effective indicators of many indicators for
website link analysis and its influence force evaluation.
As for the underlying factors for fluctuation of value in Table 6 and Table 7, which
caused the inconsistencies of two search engines link analysis results, come from such
objective reasons as the dynamic network information variability characteristics and the
different search mechanisms of the search engine, simultaneously; this also reflects the
availability of some enterprises websites being in question. In many literature of evaluating
websites, availability is a major indicators which include the appearance ratio of webpages in
search engine, the structure level of website resources and the effectiveness of internal link
[14]. However, from Table 4, 5, we can see some abnormal data that produced using Google
and Altavista search, such as the value is 0 or 1 of T, S. For example, the indicators T,
indicators S and indicators WIFs of Intel(China) website are 1, while for IBM (China) they
were respectively 21,9 and 4.5, and Huawei’ S value is 9,using Google. With Altavista search,
for Oracle Corporation (China), Shenzhen Skyworth Electronics Co., Ltd. and Panda
Electronics Group Limited, are all 0 of S1, S2; for Philips (China), S1, S2 are 2; as for
Chunlan Group Limited and Changhong Electronic Co. Ltd. , S1, S2 are 1, Great Wall
Technology Co.Ltd., T is 1. These shown: without regard to search engines factors, the
appearance ratio of webpages in search engine, the structure level of website resources and
the effectiveness of internal link of these enterprise are not optimistic concept.
Finally, based on the assumptions of relatively availability of our retrieval and analysis
tools, we can further explore the difference of some website and how such factors influence
the correlation between website and its web influence , in terms of Chinese enterprises and
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other country enterprises, information display websites and online trading sites, and different
industries type. So we can provide reference information for Chinese enterprises to optimize
website construction and upgrade website influence force.
1 Disparity exists between Sino-foreign enterprises web influence .Results from the
Comprehensive rankings can be seen in this paper, selected 34 Chinese and foreign enterprises,
several of the top foreign enterprises are websites, such as Microsoft, Intel, IBM, DELL, only
the second one is the Founder Group, IBM Corporation (China), Haier Group, Philips (China),
Intel (China), Huawei. This shows that, there is still a big gap between Chinese enterprises on
the web site construction and promotion network in comparison with foreign countries. The
existing causes include our late started Enterprise Informatization, infrastructure lags and other
objective reasons. Furthermore, Chinese enterprises’ decision-making should build awareness
of the importance of websites on. From the enterprise marketing strategy, enterprises website
is a integrated network marketing tools. So with an influential corporate website will enable
enterprises to operate its entities into unexpected virtuous circle.
2 Web influence depend on industries type .While the selection of samples have been
taken into account the relationship between nature of the trade and its website
construction ,and only selected information technology businesses and consumer electronic
products enterprises, we study still found that these two field industries site also exist
differences. Overall, the web influence of information technology and software products
enterprises website is bigger than that of the consumer electronics business. From Table 6, 7, 8
in the rankings, we can see that the information technology or information products
corporations like Microsoft, Intel, IBM, DELL, Founder, Huawei website ranks forward, but
consumer electronics companies such as Haier, Konka, etc. were ranked then. So, the
enterprise website building and the diffusion of different industries can take different
strategies according to the characteristics of enterprises. A reasonable position of sites
function is the premise to achieve perfect networks influence force for the enterprise.
3 Web influence is relational with its function type. According to the scale and
function, websites can be divided into three broad categories: information display only, online
direct marketing websites, and e-commerce website[11].Information display-only website is
an information carrier, the main function of which is to publish and display information (e.g.
Konka Co.). If website add online orders and payment functions, it has the online marketing
conditions (e.g. DELL Co.), who is on the initiative of the "linear ordering patterns." If
website includes the entire business process integration of information processing systems, it
is an e-commerce website (e.g. Haier Co.).
In this paper, the enterprise website link analysis and web influence evaluation showed
that DELL website is better than Haier Group, and Haier Group is better than Konka Group.
We presumably think that web influence and enterprises’ functional types are correlated, that
is, the online direct marketing enterprise website influence is better than integrated ecommerce websites and an integrated e-commerce website is better than the display of
information for enterprises.
But, as for the accuracy of the results, Ronald Rousseau found that the flaw of
AltaVista’s arithmetic lead significant fluctuations of the search result [9]. At the same time,
we may have missed some related businesses in selecting samples. What we have done is just
selecting parts of business websites as representative to analyze so as to describe the problem
existing. Therefore, these shortcomings and deficiencies may lead to the research errors. It
suggests that it is important to reasonably understand the data results and analysis conclusions
when referring to this evaluation ranking, which is also the direction we should improve.
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